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Profile + Services
About Us
Established in 1965, DEDC is a privately owned, full-service,
multidisciplined engineering and design firm. We offer inhouse expertise in mechanical HVAC, electrical, plumbing,
process/chemical, electrical, structural and instrumentation/
control engineering and design services. Our organization is
structured to meet the challenges of projects of different sizes
and complexities. Our practice has been built upon the quality
of our people, the depth of our client base, and strength of
our relationships, coupled with a diverse resume of design
experience.
Culture
We believe that everything in business and life is about
relationships. We strive to develop and maintain good
business relationships with our clients. We value each
member of our staff and strive to provide a quality work
environment in which each professional benefits from
experiences and opportunities on a continuous basis. We
believe that internal clients are as important as the external
client. We encourage each member of our firm to treat others
with the same respect and attention that an external client
receives. Each engineer and project manager is encouraged
to make decisions. We encourage each member of the firm to
market and promote DEDC and our services.

Profile + Services
Commitment to You
DEDC is dedicated to providing excellence in engineering and
service. We will provide the highest level of technical expertise
for your project. We will use our creativity to solve complex
problems. We will be customer focused and flexible in all of
our interactions. It is our challenge to ensure that the skills
and talents of our staff meet your needs.
We believe that teamwork, communications and partnering
are key to making any relationship successful. By consistently
listening to you, we will understand your needs and objectives.
Our goal is to become an extension of your organization. Our
focus is the relationship, not simply the project.
We Build Relationships
DEDC is fortunate to have long standing relationships with
a number of clients who are leaders in their industries. The
quality of our offering is exemplified by the quality of our
clients. Our success has come from listening, understanding
and responding to the needs of our clients. Their satisfaction
is measured by their desire to work with us again.

DEDC engineers provide technical expertise, respond immediately to our needs, and they do so while focusing on our budgetary constraints. I
would recommend DEDC.”

Senior Facilities Manager

Profile + Services

Engineering and Design Services
Mechanical HVAC
Plumbing
Electrical
Chemical/Process
Structural
Instrumentation
Engineering Evaluations
Feasibility Analysis
Cost Estimating
Front-End Loading
Sustainable Design
LEED Energy Modeling
LEED Design		
Energy Star

Energy Audits and Modeling
On-Demand Utility Production Evaluations
Energy Consumption Evaluations
Life Cycle Cost Analysis
Building Optimization Programming Analysis
Utility Master Planning
Campus
Building
On Site Resources
Project Management
Engineering and Design
Renewable Energy Design
CAD

Commissioning Services (DEDC-Cx)

DEDC engineers and project managers always make themselves available to answer questions, provide alternatives and solve
problems. DEDC is a customer-focused organization.”

Project Manager
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Healthcare
Healthcare design represents one of the biggest challenges
for consulting engineers. Medical Facilities often contain a
diverse mix of specialties, services and programs including
patient care, education, research and community outreach.
Medical Facilities today include preventive care practices,
medical office buildings, ambulatory surgery centers as well
as full facility hospitals. Each type of facility is unique.
DEDC is an experienced provider of engineering and design
solutions for healthcare.
DEDC provides a full complement of engineering and
design services to integrate solutions that not only address
physical plant and environmental control issues, but also
enhance the quality of service delivery. Our understanding
of healthcare facility design requirements allows us to meet
those challenges. DEDC’s staff has extensive experience
in addressing the specialized challenges of the healthcare
community.
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Lewes, Delaware

Beebe Medical Center, Margaret H. Rollins School of Nursing
Project Facts
−− Beebe Medical Center is a community health system that serves
Southern Delaware. This project involved replacing the existing singlestory building with a new 37,000-square-foot, three-story School of
Nursing.
−− The building includes open space teaching classrooms, skills labs,
faculty offices, large conference areas and shelled space for future
expansion. The building’s MEP systems consist of custom rooftop units
with duct-mounted hot water VAVs for zone control.
−− DEDC-Cx was selected as the Certified Third Party Commissioning
Agent to verify that all mechanical and electrical systems are operating
as per the drawings and specifications.
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Wilmington, Delaware

AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals, New Wellness Center

Project Facts
−− The AstraZeneca Wellness Center provides
comprehensive health and wellness solutions that
promote the fitness, health and wellness of their
employees.
−− The $1.5 million project was initiated to relocate,
modernize and expand the Wellness Center that serves
AstraZeneca employees.
−− The recently completed project involved the renovation
of all spaces, as well as upgrades to the mechanical
HVAC, plumbing and electrical systems.
−− Some of the Wellness Center spaces required special
mechanical and/or electrical systems to support
diagnostic equipment that was installed as part of the
project.
−− DEDC was part of a project team that assessed the
proposed spaces.
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Wilmington, Delaware

A.I. duPont Hospital for Children
Project Facts
−− A.I. duPont Hospital for Children is one of the nation’s largest
children’s healthcare systems. DEDC has worked on four
projects for A.I. duPont, detailed here and on the facing page.
−− Ophthalmology Renovations:
This project involved renovation and reconfiguration of
existing Ophthalmology rooms, including modifications to the
HVAC, plumbing, power and lighting systems. The work was
designed and planned to minimize disruption to surrounding
spaces. DEDC provided mechanical and electrical engineering
and design, participating in all phases of the design process.
The project was completed on time with minimal disruption.
−− Facility Department Renovation:
The Hospital’s Facilities Department was renovated based on
new space planning goals that included offices, conference
rooms, a break room, and storage areas.
−− First-Floor CT Scan Area:
The first-floor CT Scanning area was renovated to
accommodate the new needs and functionality of the space,
providing adequate mechanical and electrical infrastructure to
support the new equipment and space needs.
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Wilmington, Delaware

A.I. duPont Children’s Hospital, Rockland Laboratory Upgrade
Project Facts
−− This project included the renovation of a facility for offices, medical
testing and a Research and Development laboratory.
−− Funded by federal grants, the project included replacement of building
central systems, including ventilation and laboratory exhaust systems.
−− DEDC’s mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineering and design
services included conceptual design, construction cost estimate,
construction documents, and construction and start-up assistance.
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Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania

Christiana Care, Concord Health Center
Project Facts
−− This project included the complete renovation and expansion of an
existing 70,000-square-foot building to become a mixed-use medical
office, laboratory, procedural and medical diagnostic facility.
−− Procedural and diagnostics suites were created with spaces for linear
accelerator, X-Ray, CT, MRI, mammography and ultrasound equipment
as well as nuclear medicine rooms.
−− Renovations included installation of new mechanical and electrical
infrastructure to support the new program. The mechanical system
included two 130-ton HVAC rooftop air handlers with 70 fan-powered
VAV boxes. Electrical upgrades included a new building electrical service
as well as a back-up power system for critical procedural spaces.
−− DEDC was responsible for all mechanical, electrical and plumbing design
services including conceptual design, construction cost estimate,
construction documents, and construction start-up assistance.
−− DEDC Cx was responsible for commissioning the mechanical and
electrical systems.

Middletown, Delaware

Middletown Emergency Center
Project Facts
−− DEDC is providing third-party commissioning services for the new
Christiana Care Health Systems’ Middletown Emergency Center,
a 60,000-square-foot, two-story building that will house a fully
functioning Freestanding Emergency Department (FED).
−− The FED will occupy the entire first floor and will feature CT and
Film Imaging, as well as clinical areas and medical spaces including
Cardiac Diagnostic Units; Quick-track Rooms; Decontamination
Room; Nurses’ Stations; Doctors’ Offices; Reception/Processing
Station; Chemistry and Hematology Laboratories; Resuscitation
Room; Isolation Rooms; Radiology Rooms; Police Room; and
Treatment Rooms.
−− The second floor features a community center for 200 persons, as
well as medical offices, meeting rooms, and a detached EMT building
and helipad on the FED site.
−− The project is being constructed to I-2 Standards to allow expansion
to a full hospital in the future. The buildings and associated site work
will include “Green” technologies to achieve LEED certification.
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Elkton, Maryland

Union Hospital Medical Office Building
Project Facts
−− This project consisted of the design and construction of a
new 50,000-square-foot, mixed-use Medical Office Building
adjacent to the existing main hospital facility.
−− The project included facilities for ambulatory drop-off, medical
offices, and three surgery suites with a dedicated HVAC system
and localized medical gases.
−− DEDC’s mechanical, electrical and plumbing design services
included conceptual design, construction cost estimate,
construction documents, and construction start-up
assistance.
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Perryville, Maryland

Union Hospital / University of Maryland Dental School
Project Facts
−− This project included the design of a new 12,000-square-foot
maxillofacial and dental teaching clinic for the University of Maryland at
a Union Hospital facility.
−− The new clinic featured 26 dental chairs, labs, conference rooms,
waiting room, and reception desk for community dental procedures,
and included the design for vacuum and localized medical gases.
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−− DEDC’s services included mechanical, electrical and plumbing design
from conceptual design and construction cost estimate, through to
construction documents, and construction start-up assistance.
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Newark, Delaware

Cardiology Physicians Medical Office Building
Project Facts
−− This project featured the design of a new Medical Office,
Diagnostic and Treatment facility for cardiology-related
treatments.
−− DEDC designed new, central mechanical and electrical
systems.
−− Design services included incorporating diagnostic
equipment into the spaces for MRI and CT scanning
devices.
−− DEDC’s mechanical, electrical and plumbing design
services included conceptual design, construction cost
estimate, construction documents, and construction
and start-up assistance.

Lewes, Delaware

Beebe Healthcare, Clinical Building Air Handler Upgrade
Project Facts
−− Beebe Healthcare is a community health system that serves Southern
Delaware. This project involved replacing two existing rooftop air handlers
serving critical areas, such as the Clinical Labs and Operating Rooms.
−− The existing packaged rooftop equipment was replaced with two 40,000
CFM Custom Air-Handling Units. Both systems were designed to operate at
80% of their capacity to provide the required redundancy if a fan fails.
−− The air handlers were positioned on a structural platform above the roof
with walkways in between both air handlers to allow for convenient and
safe access for equipment maintenance.
−− DEDC conducted an engineering assessment of the units to confirm that the
air handlers were in need of replacement.
−− DEDC confirmed the HVAC load, specified the new air handlers and
developed drawings and specifications for construction.
−− DEDC also assisted in developing a construction strategy to minimize
impact on the facility and assisted during construction. The project was
completed on time with minimal disruption.
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Newark, Delaware

Spine Care Orthopaedic Rehabilitation Center
Project Facts
−− DEDC provided design services for renovations to an
existing healthcare facility that provided new medical
suites and support spaces.
−− The project included the design of infrastructure and
installation of diagnostic equipment, physical therapy
space and procedure rooms.
−− DEDC provided mechanical, electrical, plumbing and
medical gas design services, including conceptual
design, construction cost estimate, construction
documents, and construction start-up assistance.
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Wilmington, Delaware

St. Francis Hospital, Operating Room Humidity Control

−− St. Francis, a member of Catholic Health East and Delaware’s only
Catholic Hospital, has been serving the community since 1924. The
HVAC systems serving the Operating Rooms could not maintain
acceptable levels of humidity during both heating and cooling
seasons.
−− To raise the humidity to 30% RH in the heating season, new
humidifiers were selected for each of the AHUs serving the
Operating Rooms. Each humidifier was selected with modulating
capability for tighter control and with short-absorption-length,
duct-dispersion grid tubes.
−− To better control humidity in the summer, a booster chiller system
was installed. The new system required primary and secondary
pumps, a buffer tank to add chiller side water capacity, a glycol
feeder tank, a plate heat exchanger (to isolate the glycol water
from the building water side), piping changes and a custom
sequence design for the controls.
−− DEDC was responsible for all aspects of the engineering and
design, after first completing an assessment to understand
existing conditions. Once the best option for the Hospital was
selected, DEDC completed construction documents and provided
assistance during construction.
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New Castle, Delaware

Odessa Paramedics Station
Project Facts
−− The County Emergency Medical Services Division

(“Paramedics”) enhanced their ability to provide pre-hospital
emergency medical services in the Southern New Castle
County area by constructing a new Paramedic Station.

−− The new Paramedic Station includes drive-through bays
with heating and exhaust systems, medical equipment
storage room, fitness/workout room, women’s and men’s
toilet rooms complete with shower/locker facilities,
decontamination/equipment cleaning room, storage, an
administrative office, a work room with multiple work
stations, a day room/staff lounge, kitchen, public toilet room,
and an entry foyer.
−− The facility will have an emergency generator capable of
providing 100% of the support functions of the building.
−− DEDC completed life cycle cost and system selection analysis
to select mechanical systems that combine energy efficiency
and acceptable first cost for the project. DEDC also provided
drawings and specifications, assistance during construction,
commissioning and project start-up services.

Cape May, New Jersey

Cape View Suites Medical Office Building

Project Facts
−− This project consisted of the design of a new, 21,000-squarefoot, mixed-use Medical Office Building.
−− New spaces included exam, administration and procedure
rooms, and installation of linear accelerator and imaging
equipment.
−− Mechanical systems included central station air handling units
with localized medical gases.
−− DEDC provided mechanical, electrical and plumbing design
services including conceptual design, construction cost
estimate, construction documents, and construction and
start-up assistance.
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Woodbury, New Jersey

Underwood Memorial Hospital

Project Facts
−− Renovations were completed on the Hospital’s third, fifth and
sixth floor to upgrade medical / patient spaces and upgrade
MEP systems.
−− DEDC’s work involved mechanical, electrical and plumbing
engineering design services, including conceptual design,
construction cost estimate, construction documents, and
construction and start-up assistance.
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Newark, Delaware

Zoro Medical Suites, Outpatient Medical Suite

Project Facts
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Wilmington, Delaware

Wills Eye Hospital, Eye Care Procedure Rooms

Project Facts

−− The project team designed renovations to an existing facility
and new infrastructure to provide new, mixed-use medical
suites and support spaces.

−− Existing facilities were renovated to provide new procedure
rooms and support spaces for eye exams and procedures,
including Lasik procedure rooms.

−− The project included the installation of dedicated HVAC
systems for surgery suites, physical therapy space and
procedure rooms.

−− DEDC provided mechanical, electrical, plumbing and medical
gas design services including conceptual design, construction
cost estimate, construction documents, and construction
start-up assistance.

−− DEDC provided design services for mechanical, electrical,
plumbing and medical gas systems, including conceptual
design, construction cost estimate, construction documents,
and construction and start-up assistance.

Wilmington, Delaware

Brandywine Urology, Medical Office Renovation

Project Facts
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New Castle, Delaware

Delaware State Hospital, Renovations

Project Facts

−− The project team designed renovations to an existing facility
with new infrastructure to provide medical procedure rooms
and support spaces.

−− Renovations to the existing hospital facility were completed to
provide new medical and patient living spaces for the mentally
and physically handicapped.

−− DEDC provided mechanical, electrical, plumbing and medical
gas design services including conceptual design, construction
cost estimate, construction documents, and construction and
start-up assistance.

−− DEDC’s work included mechanical, electrical and plumbing
engineering and design services, including conceptual design,
construction cost estimate, construction documents, and
construction and start-up assistance.
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Newark, Delaware

Apex Medical Center

Project Facts
−− This project involved the design of a 60,000-square-foot,
mixed-use Medical Office Building that includes procedure
rooms, patient examination and treatment areas, medical
laboratories and common areas.
−− DEDC was responsible for engineering and design of
mechanical and electrical systems for the original building, as
well as for multiple renovations.
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Stanton, Delaware

Delaware Technical & Community College, Allied Health

Project Facts
−− In response to significant expansion in enrollment in the
Associate Degree Nursing Program, the new Allied Health
Project was initiated to house an additional 30,000 square
feet of state-of-the art classrooms, while renovating
selected existing spaces. The facility will include laboratories
to accommodate simulation technology, long-term
care, maternity and childbirth, and medical and surgical
laboratories.
−− Project value is approximately $12 million.
−− DEDC was responsible for all aspects of the mechanical
and electrical design and worked closely with the facilities,
maintenance and operations staff to provide the required
energy efficiency and ensure the facility is comfortable in all
seasons with varied occupancy. Sustainable principles have
been included in the design for all disciplines.
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